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We are not alone. And we never have been.... For years we've been taught that human progress

has been a long, slow climb from the primordial ooze to hunter-gatherers to empires. But what if

that's only part of the story? Best-selling author and legendary conspiracy researcher Jim Marrs,

who has investigated the recent financial crisis, the JFK assassination, and the national socialist

takeover of America, now takes on his biggest subject: the history of mankind. Offering

mind-blowing information that will radically alter the way we think about the world and our place in it,

Marrs goes beyond the revelations of his classic Alien Agenda, interweaving science and authentic

archaeological finds with provocative speculation to show how human civilization may have

originated with nonhumans who visited Earth eons ago...and may still be here today. Our Occulted

History overturns conventional knowledge and beliefs, presenting compelling evidence that the

Earth once hosted prehistoric civilizations using technologies that very well may have surpassed our

own. Sound unbelievable? Just a few hundred years ago, so was the concept that the Earth

revolved around the sun. Marrs sifts through the historical, scientific, and cultural record, showing

how numerous ancient texts and tablets tell of visitors from the stars colonizing the earth. From the

flying vimanas of the Hindu Vedic literature and the flying shields reported by the Romans to the

mysterious airships of the 1800s and the UFOs of today, he argues that someone other than us is

still present on this planet. But are these visitors simply observers - or do they play a much more

active and controlling role? Jim Marrs raises this shocking question and more in the provocative and

persuasive Our Occulted History. The truth is out there...and in here.
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This is a fairly easy-to-read summary or "collection" one might say, of many disconnected theories

(and observations) that suggest that our "received" Darwinian theory of evolution is not so neatly

tied-together as we are led to believe in secondary school education. If, as with myself, you have

hear Marrs speak on these subjects and wished to have something to which you could reference, or

refer to, later on, this is as good a selection as any. From prehistoric alien DNA-mixing to the

"mounds" of Appalachia, I suspect that most of the material Marrs' uncovered in his long journalistic

career is mentioned here--somewhere. It is worth noting the special usage of the term "occult" or

"occulted" by Marrs. He's referring to the fact that the "true" story behind many anomalous events is

either known and hidden (occluded), or suspected and obfuscated. He acknowledges specifically

the tremendous power that funding agencies--whether foundations, academic institutions, or

quasi-academic institutions have on what "we" ultimately accept as received wisdom from

generation to generation is hard to miss-it occurs or is mentioned on virtually every topic. Back

when I was a fledgling undergraduate at a fine academic institution, I was totally unaware of the

"hidden powers" behind what we would learn or be taught. Those bottlenecks are tightly held,

whether it is promotion (tenure), or funding of research trips (e.g., excavations in foreign countries).

Now I take it almost as "gospel" that archaeologists and anthropologists are likely to be serving, or

at least approached, by CIA-equivalents world-wide to keep their eyes and ears open when in

foreign places doing their primary work, digging and sifting, for seemingly innocuous information that

will serve "other masters" besides science or their chosen discipline. He even mentions the

resignation of Ivar Giaever (Nobel Prize, 1973) from the American Physical Society due to its

conclusive position on man-made climate change (heat) that had no basis in good science. I had

the privilege of meeting Giaever many years ago and when he did this, I was aware what

tremendous courage it takes to act so publicly on such an important issue. I would like that to

Einstein's letter to Roosevelt suggesting that the Germans might be working on an Atomic Bomb,

which led not only to our producing one, but, being German, also his exclusion from working on the

project in any way. In this context, the writing and publication of Marrs' work can be seen as one of

tremendous personal courage, which gives him membership in a special group ofindividuals whose

research and writings literally put their lives at stake, as well as their publishers. This is the case

regardless of whether you find their data and arguments persuasive.



Our Occulted History is a phenomenal venture into the beginnings of ancient history, into the

beginnings of an alternative history.Jim Marrs, in this particular book, leaves no unturned, leaves no

vault unchecked in his search for the origins of certain modern conspiracies.Taking an approach

thatÃ¢Â€Â™s as deep in scope, as it is wide in breadth, Marrs trenchantly makes known mountains

of evidence beginning from ancient antiquity all the way to our modern times which forms a vastly

different structure of history than what we as a society have been taught.Sampling research from

heavyweight researchers such as Oxford educated Dr. Joseph P. Farrell, Zecharia Sitchin, Robert

Bauval, Linda Moulton Howe, Philip Coppens, Robert Schoch, Michael Cremo, and many more, the

author infuses the book with hundreds of verifiable data points. That in and of itself might not seem

like much, but when viewed from a larger point of view all of these dots and how Marrs connects

them show how all this seemingly disparate information interconnects seamlessly.Marrs covers

wide-ranging subjects such as sacred geometry, the Sumerians, lost probes, the moon, forbidden

archaeology, Tesla suppression, Coral Castle, Atlantis, the Dogon tribe, ancient civilizations of

many types, Big Money, the Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Big Pharma, mainstream media, and dozens

of others, to make a sound case that there is an occulted history to the human race, and its far more

magnificent, and troubling than what most people could imagine.That shouldnÃ¢Â€Â™t be

surprising given how interconnected the media is to the establishment.Speaking troublesomely

about this lock-down information grid, Jim Keith notes in his landmark book Mass Control:

Engineering Human Consciousness, citing the work of author G. William Domhoff in The Higher

Circles:Ã¢Â€ÂœThe power elite have created and developed that wonderful field of public relations

on an incredible scale. Some of the early practitioners of this art helped scrub up the images of the

Ã¢Â€Â˜Robber BaronsÃ¢Â€Â™ families; others specialized in the corporate image and the corporate

image and corporate conscience. Functionally speaking, the public relations departments of large

corporations, in conjunction with the giant public relations firms that service many corporations,

have become the early warning system of the upper class, picking up and countering the slightest

remark or publication that makes funny lines on their sensitive radar. Thanks to them public opinion

is well-monitored, with an assist of course from the alert social scientists in certain university

institutes financed by the big corporations and foundations. wayward opinions, once detected, are

duly corrected by a barrage of printed matter and public pronouncementÃ¢Â€Â¦Ã¢Â€Â•[1]Keeping

everything discussed in mind, Marrs offers us a veritable glimpse into the annals of ancient past.

Admittedly, there is only so much an author can do, but Marrs more than pulled his weight.Whether

or not the reader will agree with his thesis, that being that the elite are covering up evidence of

ancient aliens since ancient times, is up to the reader. What can in fact be said without dispute is



that humanity does in fact have an Occulted History and its implications are profoundly disturbing,

even if Marrs main thesis is disagreed upon.Kindest Regards,Zy

MarquiezTheBreakaway.wordpress.com_______________________________________________

________Sources:[1] Jim Keith, Mass Control: Engineering Human Consciousness, pg. 36 citing

Domhoff, G. William. The Higher Circles. New York: Vintage Books, 1970

Great book..Marrs is an excellent writer and researcher. He points out so many facts without

drawing conclusions unsubstantiated by evidence.Not much new for me but for the novice it will be

very eye opening if one can keep their minds open and follow the facts...I would recommend this

book to every truth seeker out there with an open and inquiring mind...Very well written...Reads like

a novel but is definitely non -fiction.I get the feeling that Marrs knows more than he tells but

mercyfully tells what he believes the reader can believe...The truth is even more fantastic but Marrs

just paints the larger picture that he is sure of...Even this is quite amazing and good for everyone to

know to truly understand why our planet is so dysfunctional...

Please give this book a chance and buy it. I feel like I opened my eyes and wound up labyrinth of

history that I can't believe I once thought I had all figured out. And now that my eyes are open I can't

stop reading and I can't get enough Jim Marrs.
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